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In recent:. years higher education decision makers have -been bombarded
with a rrage of decision support tools. Fourth generation data_ management
systems are now becoming available which allow those without computing
ekpertise_easy access to computei-based information: _ Microcomputers are
making their way into many offices for smaller.comOutilg_tasks_and for help
in achieving computer literacy2 'Further, computer-based modelinge SyStet0
have became an integrated part of the budget and mid-range planning cycle at
many institutions._
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Yet each of these decision support tools has a najor_liMitation for
each is based in the quantitative dimension .and is orten insensitive to
major factors whiCh play an bilportant part in ,ilhstitutional decision
taking. Issues_such as_the mission_of the institution, pxogram quality, as
well as the political-dynamics bOth inside and outside the_ institution play
a major role in decision making, yet are not easily (if at all)
quantifiable. How then does the institutional decision maker make decisions
using the state of the art tools in the computer and information technology
without neglecting the nonquantitative realities of the day?

This paper seeks to begin to address the above question in a practical
manner. Research on institutions using computerbased planning models AA,
well as observations of "an iinstitutiOn presently wofking toward the use of
information technology serve as the basis for a nUMber of observations_ on
facilitating thejme of quantitative tools in higher educatiOn decision
Making. Suggestionsare directed to those in the.institution who will be
working with dedision makers, and_focus_on:howsuch individuals_can,assist
the decision maker in the development and usage of computer-based tools.

' The paper then shifts to a recommendations section where. several keys to
successful implementation Of decision support tools are shared;

Paper presented at the
CAUSE National Conference

(San Francisco. CA. Dec. 11-14. 1983)
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One of the things 4 _look forward to :each academic year is the

opportunity to attend a national conference; on the use of computer

,technology- irk higher education admininstration. Like many of youam
excited about the_ tools presently available'in the areas of computer

hardware and software;_ teleconferencing, networking, video disks, etc.-

Without a doubt, these tools are havingA'profdund impact upon society and,.
hence, upon higher education; The ability for a Tiddle or senior manager at
a college or university to have almost_immediate access to ipfotmatiQn oh

students, finances_or donors through the use of a "friendly" data management-
tool, as well as t ability to then take those data and worIcr_with _-them

further to produce a finar.report (perhaps withIcomputer_graphfcs) Which can
be incorObrated into_a word processing document And;electroniballynailed to
several individuals in the university AL, I'm surei dramatically alter the
way we do business in higher ucationadministration in the next,few_years.

Indeed, it is ex ing_to_be among colleagues_Who_are exOaoring the

use of al hi 7new-- nology in higher education adtinistration. That is

until, in a reflective mament, I consider the decision makers who supposedly
are to be he recipients of all this wonderful technorOgy; _Unlike us,_-, many

decision not that excited about the advances being made in the

information teChnology_field. Their fee/ings are perhaps more in the area

of indifference, skepticism,_ or-down right hostility; Ag.one who has been

given the charge to facilitate and promote the use of camputer-based 1

information by decision makers,_ these attitudes, of course concern me. I

have thus_spent efair amoont oftime these past few y s trying to better

uhderstand the lidais for the attitudes that these
is

makers_have;

What I would like to share with you this afternoon are a tew of -the
observations that I _have _in this 'area in the hope that they may prove
helpful to you as you deal with-many of these issues.

Issues

1. TO What degree is quantitative information useful in deciSion

making?

When some of the early computer- assisted tools were firpt used in _

higher education a decade or so ago, sane argued that their usefulness would'
be severely limited; Majoroldecisions in higher_ education, many said, were

-made_ .of_ the stuff that could not be placed into computers. Institutional

mission (often with multiplicity and conflict of goals), academic_ quality,

human interaction; and bargaining were vital aspects of the_decisioh;Making

formdIa, all of which would be better left_to the human mind_Olich would be
able_ to deal with such information better than a cold and inhuman CaMputer.

Many have voiced objections to a growing dependence upon computer programs
to deal with the complex issues of the higher_education decision maker. In

my own research_in the use of computer-based plannigg tbdelS by higher,
education decision Makers, I have found that the inability,of Computembased
todls to deal with qualitative issue%, as well as the questionable nature of_'

I
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'same data in_certain aredia of decision - 'king; ofted negates the value of
such tools with deCisiod makers in general.l

What perhaps distuibs me the most about.thpge arguments.' against .the
use_ of computer-based decision sup0;rt tooIs.jsIthat4,..._in many respects* I

believe that the critics are right.1 As John Thplin points out_in his. book
-Higher Education 'and Its-USeful-Past, institutibns ofThigher-education-were
making key decisions concerning curriculum, building plans, qr future
developments _long before computers were present in- administrative offices:2
What is shocking to those of us in the new information age* these naive and
computer illiterate idecision )makerS actUally crude sane pretty' _goad
decisions!

. If we seriously believe that computer -based tools have a valid.
plamin higher_education_decision makingi_we need to cane to grips with the
issue of what place such instruments have in the decision-makidg__process.1
For -',one reason or another we have not addressed*that issue to the extent
that it is needed., We have became infatuated with the whirs and buzzes of
the new information technology, we count the things_that are -easy to count,
measure the things that are easy to measure; but fail_to seriously ask the
hard questions as to that usefulness such technOlogy has to the senior
decisibn.maker who must deal with issues not easily placed on our wonderful
oamputers.

Oneof.the first issues we must deal with in this area .is the
appropriateness of usir quantitative information in various administrative
decisions. Whether they like it or not, higher education decision makers do
live in a_ quantitative world where numbers related to students,_ tuition;
charges, salaries and building costs do matter. AS much as we would like to
imagine that higher education decision making is very different frail that of
the business_ world, we are*_ like them., very much restricted to the limited
resources_ available, much of Which.--can be quantitified.- Quantitative
computer-based tools can help the decision maker deal with themo4t current
informatiOn availablein making a choice as to the best path to travel in a
particular_policy. area._ We_Who deal with_decision makers must,, howeveri7'
realize that in sane decisions camputerbased quantitative.ihformation ma?

. only present part of the whole pf'cture that the decision Maker haS,_--to

consider in reaching a finaLdecision; We must,be committed to helping the
decision maker_weigh the value of such quantitative data in light of. other,
perhaps more important, informatign available. We -must also realize that
there May well be same decisions whke our quantitative information, no
matter _hoW_ current, accurate; or. impresSive, is not appropriate for the
particular decision at ha6d. In suIh cases we_mustbe able to_ put_asidethe
charts and numbers lest we compraMise the vane of computer -based tools in _r
general in the eyes of the decision maker. What is perhaps most important
in this areals_the realization that decision support tools are intended for,
the qupportof decision making*. not a replacehent of the decision- making
process. We must always be pramoterS of'decision makers utilizing'the beSt
quantitative information in the dedision-making prcicths and at the same.
time realiZe\ that this information must., be used in tandem with other
'information available to the decision maker:at the time.

f.
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2. Use of quantitative_ information in the management process.

'Another importat5t area which neIds'to he, addressed i8 how computer-

based: tool's- can be us on a day to day basis to help the managers better*

73a

adMihiSter_their ParticUl- ,areaS of the univeisitY. It WOuld-seem to me

that the majority.Of,71erg.
_areas

been_spent-on-information=tedhnology in

recent years hasgo.ne -into_ evelaping"tools, with very little effort spent

in helping managers wort( rough the use of ch tools in their jobs; Even
in applications where quantitative inforlation is necessary,.-thee are -many

. managers who simply do notrknow_how tb use the new information technology.
In our guest to_helpmanagerWdeal with thiSissge, We must be prefsared to'

-do more than jait plug'in_the)terMinal and show the manager how to work the

keys. We must be prepared to address the organizational issues which will
arise as computer systems ''make'same_ job's Obsolete, change the_Skill8

necessary -to Work ingther positionsvand perhaps drastically change the way

-some _offices have ._done business forseveraLyears:, The facilitator of
decision support tools must be equipped to deal with_personal issues' which

may arise as a result Of major changes ,in scific offices or throughbut the
university. (_

The promoter Ofdecision support tools must Also be readi'to,deak!with
managers in sane areas of the college or university Who have -other concerns

to deal with relevant'to Computersbeing used in their_ divisions. It has

been_stated many. times that current and accucate information is perhaps the

Chief benefitofcomputer-based Systems. It does not take long to realizei ,

however, that to sane people current and accurate information_isa-_threat.
There are no doubt same managers Who are very conc#Ned about their own.
ability to manage and are afraid that the uge,of analytical tools will show
them to be poor managers, or at the least, managers who are notable to cope .

with 'the productivity toal of the future. _It_is easyto_say that managers

of the future (or the ones_who make it to the fuedie) will be -those who are

able to adapt and learn ow tO survive in the technological--jungle;

However, as the instigator8 pf computer .tools, I believe it is our'

responsibility to do everything we can to help t current manager' (as

capputer illiterate as heor she maybe) to bOth u erstand and be akle to

activelyuse these_hrew tobls in their daily_- This task, will be

SOMeWhat- difficult to do if We have not orked through the issues in this

area in regard to; our own mana_ement ofresources. We must tecane role
models of managers who are ab e_to_use_quantitative instruments in decision
Making, as well as promoters and educatdrs of such tools being, used by
others. , To do this We must work through many of the issues involving how
useful such information is to Uti,in our own area in terms_of da `to day

/ decision making'. Only then will we begin to appreciate the struggle8 that
other.managers have in impldmenting decision support tools in their own

offices.
, .

\ il_

i

3- How dgeS using quantitative information affect the political

.: proce§s? I. Y.
J

.-
One of the more interesting aspects of, the study of using guanti ive

information in higher education decision maKing is the, interaction that

-

4
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:After takOS plate With the political dynamics at a particular institUtion.
observers of- higher education decision makinlplace_a_Iot of value on

the political dynamics atwork_in most institutions in debisions_ that have
an impact upon the university. Decision makers must deal with other
deciSibnthaketS_either individually or in a group setting. to determine the/
course of articular program or projet.- Obviously theithultifaceted goals'
and objecti'es of the college of university, Which are Often in .conflicti
also- came_ into play when such programs or prgjects.compete with each Other
for llithited resources.- The decision 'maker Who is at a disadciantage in such
a discussion perhaps because he_doeS not have the most:current and relevant
data; is at a political disadvantage in genera/. If information is power;
then the decision maker of the future who is able to use CaMpOter-based
tools to supply himself with the latest information will have the "goods" on
sameone who does not have access tok7 and the 'ability to use; such
information. _Again; if we are to promote the use of computer=based tools we
need 'to deal with issues of availabllity_andaccess to information by all
decision makers; as well as to the dynamics of personal and group
interaction in the decision- making- process. If -we value computer-based
tools, and are going to promote the use ofLogpantitative .tools in general in
higher education, we had_ better' be_ prepared to understand and work with the
political dynamics of higher education ciecisiO0 making.

A. The use of new types of management tools by decision makerS.

The kinds,,of issues that I have spoken of thus far could be present
with any decision maker trying to make use of a computer-Abased tool,-Whether-
that be an electronic spread sheet similar to What he used to do by'hand; or
a data base mahagmeht system_followinga principle similai to What he used
to have in_a 3x5 box of cards on his desk.._- Mahy_dediSiah makers will have
prOblems using aamputer7-based_tooIs just because they exist on a computer;
and because additional Itrainingand perhaps overcoming uneasiness will be
needed; However; many_Of_these applications will be familiar enough to the
decisi.ori maker so that once the computer- uneasiness iktiVercome theitools
Will;became useful. _Quite another_ situation exists for 'those who attempt to
implement comppter-based tools Which demand a differentform of thinking by
the decision maker; One such toolis thecomputer7-based planning model that
allows the decision maker- to examine the effects of proseht decisions in

'terms Of long range financial or other resource managemeht Unlike_ the
tools, _where the logic is familiar to the decision maker; the world of
computer modeling is often ,strange_ and thus_involves time and effort y the
deaisiOn maker to understand the benefits of such work.

Ih my own study of- modeling -'and its_uSefulness in fiver one- hundred and
go'thiity institutions; I found that for thisdeciaion support tool (or really
any other) to baheIpful to the decision maker an attitute of openness had
to be_ present. Decision_ makers who have problems working with the hOW
technology are often-those_Who because of habit; ease of access; or, just
plain laziness; would rather depehd on_ the old sopppes_ of information in a'
traditional form. They tend to-do this even if the old sources of
information are incorrect -or out of date. Decision makers; like all of us,
are after all creatures of habit.

Page 5
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. _

The decision makerd ---ill make use of the tools of the future will

be those who are able to break e old habits and begin to think creatively

about how to address the issues of the day. Thitmay well mean that such

previously unused insttutents_like COMpUter models or statistical analysis

might be used, not to replace the decision- making process, butrather as a

tool for the deeiSidn maker,to'use in that process., In my_study I found

that those who were successful in Modeling_did not differ in educational

emphasis or level._ baCkgrodnd in higher eduCation, or even job,

classification;- from thate.Whd failed in such efforts. They did, hgweVer; L

possess a deSite_ to address the issues of_the'day in a new way and had an

openness to approach problems from a new angle.

For those_of. us who haVe the task of_facilitating such anattitude of

(\)u

openness in our institutions, there seems no easy answer_if this attitude

doesn't alteady exist; Certainly patience and sensitivity to the decision

makers' viewpoints helps; (A'se4re _financial crisis that reveals the

danger of working with wrong_ or outdated data helps even more.!)-- Like any

good change agent, we must realize that any change will be gradual. and- no

doubt occur over many months or years._ Thus we must identify opportunities

for the progress, whether_that be with an individual who is open to the new

-_technology, or _a specific event (0.g.Ha_budget planning meeting) where A.

pecific step_ could be taken. Look for spedific opportunities' for Change,

not just the "blue sky" picture_of what you would tasoe ten years'

-t) and make the most of opportunities for change that you see;

.
5. Strengthening the Suppliers of Information.

It is true in my institution, like perhaps many of yoursI that there

are.several senior_ decision makers who are (or will be) using-the new tools

in their work through first -hand use. -It_is also true (especially in'the

next few years) that sane senior decision makers -will have,to rely on others

for the informatian gaihed from the new technology instruments. For these

decision makers we must address the issue of using the_new technology second

hand (i.e. through another decision_maker,a subordinate, oe perhaps through

an office of Institutional Research). It is perhaps a mistake to _believe

that because a deCiSiOn maker does not have a terminal_on_his or herdesk

that they da_not need training in the new information technology. Again, in

my own setting; I finerthat theiiters Of_coMputer7generated information' need

to be educated_in the fort such quantitative informationis_kept and.howL It

can be accessed. The decision maker can then- request_ the informatidn he or

she needs (knowing it is available and -it can:bereported in such a fashion)

in keeping-with the-need or infattation rather than the "availability " -of

information. Decitian alters who cad "call the shots' as to what

fnformation.:is acquired and in what form)_for.a_particular decision don't

feel_ as uneasy about using uch informatian in decision making. When.-they

.1. have no control over how infartatiOn is reported, ,however, they tend to

resist right_from the start. .

A major element in the use.of ._coimputer-generated quantitative

information for the decision maker withedbdireCtaccess (or perhaps who

chases to be supplied) it the skill and ability of a intertediary party.

This person must be someone who is intimately acquainted with_the data, the

way the particular system can work and report on data, as well as the way a

-Page 6
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decision, maker wishes the data to be presented; Such individuals 1116 at
times been__ labeled "integrators" and their work has proven to_be a key
element to the success of decision support tools at many institutions:
Andrew Masland at Pennsylvania State University found this to be especially
true -in working -with computer modeling_applications.3 Having.someone in. a
"decision consultant role", as-Masland states_ is iimportpnt in formulating'
an8 analyzing the problem and' in synthesizing a.- Sudh an
individual is obviously more valuable if- they are resident the
university. The_bestsituation would, of course; be for -each decision er
to have his own decision consultant. However, such individuals -are har
came by and don't exist'in sufficient supply for this to be Rossible.

Recommendations:

Although there has already been a fair bit of advice given in my
comments, _let me close by offering_you a few specific_recommendations:which
may }e of help. These recammendations.are directed__to those who wish to
promote the use of computer tools and quantitative _information, Whatever
office of the institution they work in

1.° and develop the integrators in your institution.

I am convinced that integrators, the individuals of whom I haVe just
spoken, are so critical to the success of_using quantitative instruments in
decision ,making that I strongly suggest that_you_identify (or create) such
individuals and-do everything you can to develop their technical:, And
managerial skills. 'In_ looking for such individuals, give preference to
those with personal_ relations skills :(the technical 'information dag be
learned) and to those who have a healthy respect for the complexity_of_the
decision - making process as well as an appreciation for the nolqUantitatiVe
measurements. . If you find such an individnali get the most out of them
While you can. They_are no doubt on their-way up the career path and may
not be available for-long.

2. Invest resources in training middle and senior managers.
. _

It is all .too At'.7amnion for. us to spend large amounts of money on=
hardware and in developing software at our institutions With very: little
effort _expended in developing the .human 4resources that will use the
information which is produced. W6 need to_dfasticallyalter_ouractions in
this area. Education of the users of decision support tools is_thedritidel _ _._

ingredient WhiChi_although takes the most time to develop,_ costs the leastr--
And this education_ needs to be on.the part of decision makers as well as
ourselves: they must learn the, new_ technology,_ we must learn their needs,
and together we must explore the potential applications of canputer
technology which.addre'ss user needs. _ Part of this educational process will
involve a serious dialogue_with_decisiondakers which will include a great
deaf of'listening on our part. Listening to the guestionso _concerns, and

and
perhaps 'even fears that decision makers h e. We will.have E6 begin to
address the issues of the day not with fast answers, but with a
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well thought Out esponse which shows respect for the concerns thia't'have

been voiced; It is only through thisopeh_and honest exchange that an_:

integrity can be associated_ with our work. And it is only .after- thtA'

integrity is developed that our function .as change agents can fdlly

dtiliied.

3. Examine a ways quantitative" information is repprted.

We have all heard of the. ways information_ can_ be Obtained and

manipulated using variou§ dectsion support It is unfortunate that at
the_-same_time we hear'relatively nothing about hoW such information is most
effictively presented, to decision makers. How does one best stiMmaize7a

great deal of information'for senior decigion _makers so thatonlythe
essence of the data is presented? HOW Can charts and graphs best beusedto
show_ summary_infortaBOn or telatithighips? Hbw,does one use various media
Or educational techniques,in, presenting information to decision makers-in _a

group meeting? How can _71ive%Arr-line demonstrations be used in the

decision-making process?_ TheSeigUe444,Ons are fundamental to the use of the

new tea-in-61-04-y in higher eddtati6h. We all need to begin toaddress the
anSWerS to these questionsinq_ to share our findings with one another.

4. Study the'deciaidh Making process and the use of quantitative
information

I have_already stilted that the Subjec of how quantitative information

is used in deCiSiOnMaking needs to be addressed. That is true for higher
education in:general; ' However, each of us'needs to address_that subject for
our own institution. We bust know the _decision makers at our own
institutions'and_their perspectives with_regard to the use. of quantitative
information_and its usefulness (or potential usefulness) in their area in

many respectswe must know better than the decision maker thedata_tbat are

kept on students, facultyi or material resources, and_howthey can_ be
reported and used'in various decision- making activities. .

In avery real
sense we must go far past this understanding and become students_of the
governan6e and decision making process in higher_education..._We must -be able

to see things fram_the.senior decisiiihMakers viewpoOt, with multiplicity
and_confictof institutional goals and objectivesi _with limited resour

With Whidh.to work with, trends to follow, and awareness of projections f r-

the future; Ray Bacchetti of Stanford was rig en he stated that _very .

Tittle is known about how decisions'are made in eges_and universities;
andteven less is knownabbiithOW they should be made; Realid4ng that we
areall rather ignorant About this subject, I would like_to suggest that we
tak4.Whatever steps we can to beconteWucated. -That._:might Well, Indio-de".

attention to written material: on the governance of higher- education; or %

attendance at a -conference or workshdp that deals with the subject. That
might also include]spending more time with the people rho will be-uSing the

tools that we develo13, and beginning a dialogue with the-o that they _may

obvious that"detittiOn support tools" are 1mbant_ to do something very It

educate us as to their real needs fOr information._ It woad seeli to be

specific, _that Is support decision. t It's time that.we'begin,to

addi7ess this issue with the development and' use of our' quantitative.

cdMputer-based instruments.
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